RECOGNIZING YOUR DIVINE SOURCE
Malachi Through Katherine Torres, Ph.D.D.D.
For Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
Can you assist me in activating and instructing my brain/mind to unlock my sacred codes to my
mastership and illumination?
“You see you are looking for codes and Beautiful One there are constant coding vibrations that
occur. It is not about unlocking them. It is about Being them and Feeling them; exercising your right
to recognize such awareness within yourself. There are no codes for the Divine Is, the Divine Is the
Divine. And that is, when all of you have an awareness of that and you say “I AM” for that is a
moment you dismiss all codes and you recognize you are!”
So if I sit down in meditation and say ‘I am requesting conscious awareness of my I AM’ and just
claim it, it would work?
“Indeed, very good, very good, so you say ‘I AM here present to request that I recognize fully I
AM. When you do that Beautiful One, then you will say to yourself, I am fully aware, I AM and feel it
rise up. Why do we say feel it rise up? Because all of you have a sensation of it hidden within you,
hidden somewhere around you. Let it rise up to the front part of your sensations and you will no
longer feel the separation. You will recognize the I AM the Oneness of your whole Being of you. The
Oneness of Being Source and the Oneness of your wholeness Being within all people you see. That is
how you will bring peace upon your earth.”
Because I AM Being It!
“Indeed, indeed.”
That is what we say we want, we think there is a certain way and a certain door and that is not
true.
“Indeed.”
It already is!
“Indeed it already is. So you utilize what you call the magic of this door and that door, this
code or that code and all of you continue to play in that matrix of the playground and you keep missing
your spot. So come to the I AM center and recognize it and accept it.”
Thank you Malachi.

